
SPONSORSHIP MEDIA KIT

Shared services and 
outsourcing data and 
research to strengthen your 
credibility and support your 
market message 

         By utilizing SSON Analytics’ data tools and 
analytics reports BD has been able to benchmark 
and assess how the company is positioned 
against world-class performers. Knowing that what 
we are reading has been provided by practitioners 
makes it a very trustworthy source of information.
Paul Bartley, Director, Global Shared Services, BD
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Data-Driven Sponsorship Opportunities for Brand 
Amplification, Thought Leadership and Lead Generation

SSON Analytics’ unique, proprietary data and industry intelligence 
combined with our global community reach offers a powerful 
opportunity for meaningful engagement with the shared services and 
outsourcing audience.

We provide tailored content and marketing partnerships, combining 
a variety of different digital assets which draw on unique data insights 
from our tools and research across a range of industry topics.

We can create a range of tailored topic-centric sponsorship 
packages using our proprietary data and research to enrich your 
narrative, strengthen your market position, generate leads, and 
provide credibility to your customers.

Location 
assessment 

and feasibility 
studies

Risk 
assessment 

and business 
continuity 
planning

Shared services 
business 
case and 

implementation 

IF YOU WANT TO POSITION YOUR BRAND AS A THOUGHT 
LEADER WITHIN ANY OF THESE AREAS, AND MANY MORE, 
SPEAK TO US TODAY:

Global 
workforce 
planning 

and talent 
management

Process 
improvement 

and 
benchmarking

Global 
business 
services 

(GBS) 

Intelligent 
automation 

(including RDA, 
RPA, Cognitive 

and AI)

Business 
process 

outsourcing 
(BPO)

Shared 
services 

technology

EMEA and Americas:
Iain Small 
E: info@sson-analytics.com
T: +44 207 036 1335

CONTACT US TODAY

APAC:
Tilak Antony
E: info@sson-analytics.com
T: +61 421 506 390
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Where Does SSON Analytics’ Data Come From?

The SSON Analytics data centre was opened in Singapore in July 2015 and 
employs 12 full time staff, including data scientists, research analysts, solutions 
architects and full stack developers. Together we collect, analyse and distill 
terabytes of data across the global shared services and outsourcing industry and 
package them into interactive tools and visual reports to answer  
our subscribers’ questions.

THE SSC & BPO ATLAS
SSON Analytics subscribers can directly query our global database of 7800+ 
delivery centres in the SSC & BPO Atlas. This interactive data tool shows users the 
locations (country, city), industries, functions and company sizes of these centres 
and provides one of the most comprehensive views of the global shared services 
landscape.

This global database feeds into all of SSON Analytics’ other data tools and analytics 
workbooks.

SSON EVENT DATA
For the past 20 years SSON has organised 45+ events per 
year around the world, featuring 50,000+ speakers and 
delegates from hundreds of shared services organisations. 
30+ event producers globally are speaking to the market 365 
days per year. Event data sources include:

  Event presentations and roundtable discussions  
(audio/visual recordings and slide decks)

 SSON delegate profiling surveys and onsite polls 

 Global event producer research

 Post-event evaluation surveys

SSON Analytics collects data from more than 200 continually-updated automated data feeds including:
 National censuses 
 Linguistic reports 
  Immigration reports 
  Language proficiency exams
  Student populations
  Currency exchange rates 

 National tax rates
  Professional associations
  Cost of living indices 
 Flight databases 
 Salary surveys
  Natural disaster ratings

  Environmental databases
 Jobs boards 
 Social media
 United Nations surveys
 Utilities rates
 IMF reports

ANALYST RESEARCH
SSON Analytics’ research analysts 
are speaking to the global shared 
services market on a daily basis 
to understand the structure, size, 
locations and future direction of 
thousands of individual SSOs.

SSON ANALYTICS HAS CENTRALISED SSON’S PROPRIETARY GLOBAL DATA 
AND DEVELOPED AN INFRASTRUCTURE TO BLEND IN PUBLIC DATA SETS.

Our proprietary data sources:

Our public data sources:

DIGITAL CONTENT LIBRARY
For 20 years SSON has been researching and writing about 
the global shared services industry. Our online content portal 
(ssonetwork.com) is home to hundreds of:
 Articles
 Reports
 Interviews

 Webinars
 Podcasts
 Videos

 White papers
 Press releases
 Ebooks

SSON & IQPC DATABASES
  IQPC’s Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) database:  
12 million records globally 

  SSON’s event CRM database: 
350,000+ shared services 
contacts and accounts

    SSON’s membership base: 
120,000+ global members

ANALYTICS WORKBOOKS DATA TOOLS
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Interactive Data Tools: City Cube

Compare data from up to 7 shared 
services locations at a time 

CITY CUBE
The City Cube houses over 850,000 continuously-updated data 
points from over 200 public data sources blended with SSON’s 
proprietary data, which allow users to compare 1400+ shared 
services locations across 15 variables, including:

  Number of existing shared services centres with industry, 
function and company revenue breakdowns

 Talent availability and job market competition

			Average annual salaries across 120+ job titles  
and experience levels

		Cost of labour, including overhead operational costs  
and cost per FTE

	Language availability across 41 languages

	Risk probability and resilience indices

	Flight connectivity (domestic and international)

WHO SHOULD LEVERAGE THE CITY CUBE AS A MARKETING TOOL?
 Consultants, Advisors and BPO providers helping clients with:
  Location assessment and feasibility studies
	  Shared Services and GBS business case and implementation
	  Global workforce planning and talent management
	  Risk assessment and business continuity planning
	  Entering new markets and emerging markets 
	  Cross-location salary and cost of living comparisons
 Regional and economic development agencies

HOW CAN YOU CONVEY YOUR DATA-DRIVEN MESSAGE?
SSON Analytics will extract the data and package it into unique and tailored market leading 
content to solidify your point of view and help you reach your marketing objectives.  
You can do this using any combination of the following assets:

 Editorial market reports
	Webinars 
	Branded infographics 

	Co-branded or white label data tools
		Visual Analytics Workbooks  

(dynamic, drilldown features)

WHAT BENEFITS CAN THE CITY CUBE HELP YOU ACHIEVE?
  Harness statistical evidence to corroborate your stand-point, win business, prepare RFPs  

and deliver on existing projects
  Strengthen your market position by aligning your brand (or location) with the latest,  

cutting-edge data headlines 
  Establish yourself as the market leader by making your brand synonymous with a core 

industry topic (e.g. Global Business Services, Risk, Location Assessment, and more)
  Generate insightful, lead generation content from constantly evolving locational data points 
  Make accurate, comparative observations about trends across emerging markets  

and highly saturated pockets of shared services activity
  Equip yourself with data evidence that highlights the benefits of the location  

you are promoting
 Boost your brand credibility with accurate, factual market trends and commentary 
  Leverage the neutral reputation of SSON’s global, holistic and vendor-agnostic data sets 

*Excludes white label data tools All assets* include a 4-6 week multichannel marketing campaign to SSON’s global network.

https://www.sson-analytics.com/data-tool/city-cube
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Interactive Data Tools: Intelligent Automation Universe (IAU)

INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION UNIVERSE
Blending proprietary industry data with quarterly updates from intelligent 
automation (IA) technology vendors, the Intelligent Automation Universe 
(IAU) allows users to explore IA activity (including RDA, RPA, cognitive 
and AI) in business services across the world. 

It’s the only neutral platform to house continuously-updated data on all 
aspects of IA, which can be directly interrogated by users to cut through 
the white noise and find answers to their IA questions. The IAU provides:

  Interactive data on the global IA customer adoption footprint (where, 
who, what processes, functions and tasks)

  A comprehensive vendor directory, including an ‘apples to apples’ 
comparison of 29 vendors’ technical capabilities

  A Case Study Catalogue™ of real-world IA implementations,  
with quantifiable, tangible results

Explore the IA landscape

WHO SHOULD LEVERAGE THE IAU AS A MARKETING TOOL?
 Intelligent automation technology providers (including RDA, RPA, Cognitive and AI) 
 Intelligent automation consultants and integrators 
 Business process outsourcers offering IA services

WHAT BENEFITS CAN THE IAU HELP YOU ACHIEVE?
  Differentiate your brand and highlight the USP of your product within an increasingly 

crowded market 
  Gain competitive advantage by understanding and utilising data from both the 

vendor and customer IA footprints 
  Stay relevant as an information source and thought leader to the customer market: 

Associate your brand with quarterly IA market updates in an ultra-fast moving space
  Communicate how your IA customers are gaining real ROI and tangible, quantifiable 

results with the Intelligent Automation Case Study Catalogue™
  Harness statistical evidence to corroborate your stand-point on critical  

IA debates
  Boost your brand credibility with accurate, factual market trends and commentary 
  Leverage the neutral reputation of SSON’s global, holistic and vendor-agnostic  

data sets 
  Establish your company as the market leader by making your brand synonymous  

with intelligent automation (including RPA, RDA, AI and cognitive technologies)

HOW CAN YOU CONVEY YOUR DATA-DRIVEN MESSAGE?
SSON Analytics will extract the data and package it into unique and tailored market-
leading content to solidify your point of view and help you reach your marketing 
objectives. You can do this using any combination of the following assets:

 Editorial market reports
	Webinars 
	Branded infographics 
	Co-branded or white label data tools

		Visual Analytics Workbooks  
(dynamic, drilldown features)

		Customer case studies in the  
Case Study Catalogue™

*Excludes white label data tools All assets* include a 2-6 week multichannel marketing campaign to SSON’s global network.

https://www.sson-analytics.com/data-tool/intelligent-automation-universe
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Interactive Data Tools: Metric Benchmarker

METRIC BENCHMARKER
The benchmarking data contained in the Metric Benchmarker allows 
users to compare their shared services centre (SSC) benchmarking  
data against an aggregated group of named companies OR select 
individual metric benchmarks by industry and country.

ACCESS BENCHMARKS USING EITHER:

The Metric Intelligence Hub™ houses country and industry-specific 
benchmarking datasets generated in-house using a productivity 
efficient benchmark model (CICI-PEB) which is unique and proprietary 
to SSON Analytics. This aggregated global model was created using 
detailed technological and industry information from 121 countries and 
22 industry verticals globally. Users can filter by country and by industry 
to access accurate, proven benchmarking data across 16 Finance  
& Accounting and HR metrics.

OR

The Top 20 Most Admired SSOs aggregated data allows users to 
compare their SSCs against in-depth, aggregated benchmarking data 
sets from 83 SSCs belonging to the Top 20 Most Admired SSOs  
of 2017, across 25 Finance & Accounting and HR metrics.

Benchmark your SSO

WHO SHOULD LEVERAGE THE METRIC BENCHMARKER  
AS A MARKETING TOOL?
 Process improvement and lean Six Sigma consultants
 Shared Services and GBS consultants and advisors 
 BPO providers

WHAT BENEFITS CAN THE METRIC BENCHMARKER 
HELP YOU ACHIEVE?
  Arm yourself with powerful benchmarking content on best practice standards 

(filtered by industry and country)
  Win business, establish SLAs and renew BPO contracts with accurate data  

on benchmarking best practice
  Harness statistical evidence to corroborate your stand-point on critical  

industry debates
  Strengthen your market position by aligning your brand with benchmarking trends 

as they evolve
  Leverage the neutral reputation of SSON’s global, holistic and vendor-agnostic  

data sets 
  Establish yourself as the market leader by making your brand synonymous  

with core industry metrics and outputs

HOW CAN YOU CONVEY YOUR DATA-DRIVEN MESSAGE?
SSON Analytics will extract the data and package it into unique and tailored market 
leading content to solidify your point of view and help you reach your marketing 
objectives. You can do this using any combination of the following assets:

 Editorial market reports
	Webinars 
	Branded infographics 

	Co-branded or white label data tools
		Visual Analytics Workbooks  

(dynamic, drilldown features)

*Excludes white label data tools All assets* include a 4-6 week multichannel marketing campaign to SSON’s global network.

https://www.sson-analytics.com/data-tool/metric-benchmarker
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Interactive Data Tools: SSON Salary Index

SSON SALARY INDEX
Containing over 500,000 salary data points across 120+ job titles, this 
interactive tool allows shared services professionals assess how their 
compensation compares to their peers across 86 countries  
and 1,500 cities globally, by providing three free resources:

  Personalised Salary Benchmarking Dashboard compares 
participant’s salary with regard to job function, experience  
and location.

  Global Shared Services Salary Report provides accurate shared 
services salary data and trends analysis (to be published October 
2017).

  Global Shared Services Job Market Report provides real-time 
insights into the global shared services job market.

WHO SHOULD LEVERAGE THE SSON SALARY INDEX  
AS A MARKETING TOOL?
 Recruitment process outsourcers
 Recruitment and head hunting agencies specialising in GBS and shared services
 Compensation and benefits consultants
 Payroll providers and advisors
 Shared Services and GBS consultants and advisors

WHAT BENEFITS CAN THE SSON SALARY INDEX HELP  
YOU ACHIEVE?
  Harness statistical evidence to corroborate your stand-point on critical industry 

debates on labour arbitrage and shared services salary trends
  Strengthen your market position by aligning your brand with the latest, cutting-edge 

salary headlines
 Boost your brand credibility with accurate, factual market trends and commentary 
  Leverage the neutral reputation of SSON’s global, holistic and vendor-agnostic  

data sets 
  Establish yourself as the market leader by making your brand synonymous  

with the latest, compensation data in the industry 

HOW CAN YOU CONVEY YOUR DATA-DRIVEN MESSAGE?
SSON Analytics will extract the data and package it into unique and tailored market 
leading content to solidify your point of view and help you reach your marketing 
objectives. You can do this using any combination of the following assets:

 Editorial market reports
	Webinars 
	Branded infographics 

	Co-branded or white label data tools
		Visual Analytics Workbooks  

(dynamic, drilldown features)

*Excludes white label data tools All assets* include a 4-6 week multichannel marketing campaign to SSON’s global network.

Benchmark your Salary

https://www.sson-analytics.com/data-tools/sson-salary-index
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Visual Analytics Workbooks

SIMPLE, ACCURATE AND DIGESTIBLE  
DRILL-DOWN DATA REPORTS
A library of 60+ dynamic analytics workbooks covering global shared 
services locations, models, roles and functions which users can interrogate 
to get specific data in the shape of visual reports. These workbooks help 
users make decisions about their shared services organisations as they 
shed light on current trends.

We can help you answer your customers’ data-driven questions…
  What percentage of Finance SSCs in North America have already 

implemented intelligent automation? 
  What is the level of natural disaster risk in Mexico City and how resilient 

this city is to natural disasters?
  Which city in ASEAN has the largest number of HR graduates?
  How many intelligent automation vendors can provide cognitive 

capabilities and Desktop &/or server-based IA solution?
  What percentage of SSOs globally have adopted GBS models?

WHO SHOULD LEVERAGE THE VISUAL ANALYTICS 
WORKBOOKS AS A MARKETING TOOL?
 Consultants, Advisors and BPO providers helping clients with:
 	Location assessment and feasibility studies
	 	Shared services and GBS business case and implementation
	 	Global workforce planning and talent management
 	Risk assessment and business continuity planning
 	Emerging markets 
 Regional and economic development agencies
 Intelligent automation technology providers, consultants and integrators
 Recruitment process outsourcers
 Recruitment and head hunting agencies specialising in GBS and shared services
 Compensation and benefits consultants

HOW CAN YOU CONVEY YOUR DATA-DRIVEN MESSAGE?
 Existing Analytics Workbooks          	Tailored Analytics Workbooks

WHAT BENEFITS CAN THE VISUAL ANALYTICS WORKBOOKS  
HELP YOU ACHIEVE?
  Align your brand with credible, data-driven thought leadership
  Provide data-driven evidence to back up your market narrative and corroborate 

your stand-point on critical industry debates
  Communicate your USP through a neutral, respected voice with a co-branded 

analytics workbook that differentiates your product or service in the market
  Strengthen your own marketing content (e.g. blogs, reports, webinars, event 

presentations) by adding factual co-branded data 
  Generate leads using a co-branded analytics workbook hosted  

on your own website

Browse through 50+ analytics reports

*Excludes white label data tools All assets* include a 4-6 week multichannel marketing campaign to SSON’s global network.

https://www.sson-analytics.com/analytics-workbooks
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Why Work with Us?

WATCH THE VIDEO 
TO SEE HOW OUR 
DATA TOOLS AND 
REPORTS WORK!

LEVERAGE THE REACH OF SSON’S ENTIRE GLOBAL COMMUNITY COMBINED WITH SSON ANALYTICS’ UNIQUE DATA INSIGHTS 

Average time spent by an 
individual user on the 
Intelligent Automation Universe

4:45 minutes

Average time spent by an  
individual user on the  
City Cube

4:43 minutes

Average time spent by 
an individual user on the 
Metric Benchmarker

4:45 minutes

Average time spent by an 
individual user on the IAU 
Case Study Catalogue

8 minutes

Video views on Twitter

30,000
Video views on YouTube

2000
Social Media 
Followers

55,000

Including 10,000 paying event delegates  
who are actively spending to improve their  
shared services

Global community reach of over

350,000
SSON Analytics subscribers

Including 150+ Premium and Corporate 
subscribers who have purchased a 12 month 
subscription to our data

6200
SSON members

SSON members are twice as loyal as the 350,000 
global community and spend twice as much on 
SSON events and services

120,000

https://youtu.be/z9zGxfoUCQo
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SSON Audience

32%
31%

9%

North America

Latin America

Europe, Middle East & Africa

Asia Pacific

28%

	HR ........................................................24%

	Finance & Accounting ...........................23%

	Operations ............................................21%

	IT ..........................................................18%

	Other ....................................................14%

BY REGIONBY FUNCTION

SSON MEMBERS AND SUBSCRIBERS

 Director / VP / Head / GM / C-Level  .....30%

 Manager ...............................................28%

 Other Job Titles ....................................42%

BY SENIORITY
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Webinars

 Branded 
Infographics

A Range of Assets to Achieve your Goals

INDUSTRY PRAISE FOR THE GLOBAL INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION H1 2017 MARKET REPORT: 
I just finished my first read tonight. I have been thinking about it all evening. What can I say about this watershed paper? By the way, 

at thirty pages, with the content of 50, it will take you a while to go through it. Easily the most significant work I have read since ‘Service 

Automation: Robots and the Future of Work’. That was the last work I dedicated a full article to review and this is going to be the second.” 

John Slagboom, RPA Architect, CoSourcing Partners

OBJECTIVE
To make EY's brand synonymous with thought leadership on the 
implementation and deployment of intelligent automation (IA) across the global 
shared services and outsourcing industry. 

SOLUTION
SSON Analytics created a tailored intelligent automation content and 
marketing partnership, providing a powerful mix of thought leadership, 
lead generation, and brand elevation opportunities across multiple digital 
channels. 

Leveraging our proprietary, data-driven, intelligent automation tools and 
research, we are producing and promoting a range of unique co-branded 
assets, including market reports, webinars, and customer case studies, 
to ensure EY connects with their target audience across multiple channels at all 
stages of the buyer journey.

CASE STUDY
Positioning EY as…
Global Intelligent 
Automation Thought Leaders

Market 
Reports 

Customer 
Case 

Studies

Branded 
Data Tools

Customised 
Data 

Reports

Podcast 
Advertisements

Co-authored 
Blogs

Banner 
Advertisements

Branded 
Analytics 

Workbooks

Topic-Focused 
Multi-Asset 
Sponsorship
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Customised Data Reports for Client Projects

SSON Analytics created a customised data report containing more 
than 300 individual data points for Schneider Electric with the 
purpose of identifying the most suitable location for their finance 
shared services centre. After a full brief from Schneider Electric team, 
we mined our database of proprietary shared services data and 
undertook further research to obtain crucial metrics which allowed the 
client to assess the validity of the five cities under consideration.

The report included data for 5 specified cities across the following 
metrics:

 Number of existing shared services centres
 Average salary of accountants and auditors
 Number of accountants and auditors
 Number of available talent with specialist skills
 Number of graduates per annum in key fields
 Average salary for specialist skills
 Cost of living index

CASE STUDY
How SSON Analytics 
Helped Schneider Electric with 
Location Selection of New U.S. 
Finance Shared Services Centre

Do you need specific shared services and outsourcing data to better equip you to answer your 
clients’ needs? Perhaps you need detailed location or benchmarking data to help you or your 
client make a more informed decision on a project?

  Win new business and renew existing contracts with location and industry-specific cost 
and talent data; including Cost of Operation and FTE, and language availability

  Deliver on existing client projects with accurate, impartial industry data and research

  Prepare an internal business case or RFP bid with location-specific cost and talent data; 
including Cost of Operation and FTE, and language availability

  Harness accurate data on process benchmarking metrics to establish better SLAs  
with your partners

  Understand global salary trends and access salary data for specific job roles in in more 
than 1400 cities around the world

  Shortlist locations for an SSC feasibility study: Compare set up factors including latest 
government grants and taxes incentives, cost of labour, infrastructure and flight connectivity

  Build a robust risk strategy and business continuity plan; access data on risk resilience 
and probability (natural and geo-political) and currency volatility

 Explore opportunities in emerging locations in greater depth

        The customised data report provided by SSON Analytics played a key role in 
our decision making process, as it was very important for us to have an accurate 
and objective source of comparative data.The data provided was extremely helpful 
and answered many of our questions about the different locations and, importantly, 
allowed us to objectively compare these locations against each other. I would not 
hesitate to work with SSON Analytics again on a project of this nature. 

Philip Woodburn, VP FiSS Global Services & Operations, Schneider Electric



SSON Analytics is the global data centre of the Shared 
Services & Outsourcing Network (SSON), the world’s 
largest community of shared services, outsourcing and 
transformation professionals with more than 120,000 
members, founded in 1996.

For the last two decades, through the industry’s leading 
events, training and online channels, SSON has been 
gathering data on the ‘who, where, how and why’ of 
shared services and outsourcing activity in every corner 
of the globe.

SSON Analytics collates and analyses this proprietary 
data and blends it with public data sources to provide 
unique industry insights in engaging visual formats that 
are simple, accurate, and digestible. 

Thousands of global business services and outsourcing 
professionals use our data to keep their finger on pulse 
of the continually evolving shared services landscape 
in their region, through a variety of regularly updated 
interactive data tools, analytics reports and customised 
data insights.

About Us

EMEA and Americas:

Iain Small 
E: info@sson-analytics.com
T: +44 207 036 1335

APAC:

Tilak Antony
E: info@sson-analytics.com
T: +61 421 506 390

Contact Us
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